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We had been wondering what happened to Pelio & Associates' powered shell at 1101 Space Park in Santa Clara. Originally the developer planned

to put a datacenter in the space, featuring modular units. Instead, it has now leased the site to a new provider, Colovore, of which Les Pelio is an

investor and board member.

Colovore is differentiating itself in the hyper-competitive Silicon Valley market with a high-density retail offering of 20kW per rack throughout the

entire datacenter. The firm is developing a modern green facility, which has already achieved LEED platinum certification.

Context

Colovore may be new to the datacenter world but its management is not. President and co-founder Sean Holzknecht was previously vice president

of operations at the Emeryville datacenter of Evocative Inc (acquired by 365 Main in July). Prior to that he worked for Colo.com and NaviSite. Co-

founder and CTO Peter Harrison also worked at NaviSite but then went on to Netflix, where he helped launch the CDN product, then to eBay and

Google. CFO Ben Coughlin worked with private equity firm Spectrum Equity Investors, which specializes in communications and data services

providers.

Colovore's founders have launched the new firm with the idea of addressing problems they saw when working with datacenter customers or, in

Harrison's case, when he was a multi-tenant datacenter customer himself. The new firm has raised over $8m in funding so far.

Demand for high-density space

Co-founder Sean Holzknecht noted that over the past 10 years he has witnessed a rise in power density requirements. Each year, as clients

refresh their hardware, they find that they can house fewer and fewer rack units of equipment per server cabinet due to the miniaturization of the

hardware and the proliferation of blade servers and virtualization. Typical colocation providers can offer rack densities averaging only 4-5kW per

cabinet, so on average, 50% of each server cabinet sits empty. Clients are spread out over far more cabinets than they would like or need,

contiguous space becomes hard to find, and they end up spending more on monthly cross-connect fees and additional networking gear.

Holzknecht believes that the typical colocation client dealing with similar circumstances could immediately lower his total cost of ownership (TCO)

by consolidating into half as many cabinets at an average of 10kW per cabinet. Then, in his facility, as clients refresh with smaller, more power-

hungry equipment, they will have an additional 10kW per cabinet to grow into without paying for more rack space. Clients thus can scale up

vertically in each cabinet over time, rather than spreading out in underutilized cabinets. Based on current sales traction, Holzknecht said the firm is

also seeing strong interest from Web 2.0 companies that want to run new converged hardware from Dell, Cisco, Hewlett-Packard and Supermicro,

which can easily draw 500w-1kW per rack unit. These high-density users are thrilled to have a 20kW option and are already asking for 30-40kW per

cabinet. For that, they will have to wait for Colovore's phase two.

The datacenter

Colovore was lucky to find the Pelio property, which already had electrical feeds and permits in place for use as a datacenter. The building has
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24,000 gross square feet of space and 9MW of power. The site is near Digital Realty's campus in Santa Clara and adjacent to two sub-stations as

well as a power plant. Colovore is building out 2MW at a time, with initial density requirements dictating how many cabinets are sold per phase. It

plans to commission the first phase this December.

Colovore contends that the move in IT infrastructure towards converged architecture, featuring blade servers and virtualization, is driving demand

for higher-density racks. As companies refresh their IT infrastructure after years of limited spending due to the economy, they may find their current

datacenters inadequate for the newer gear.

Competition

Silicon Valley is famous for its wholesale offerings but of course there are retail colocation providers there as well. Colovore may compete with

wholesale providers that offer retail space, as well as with retail providers like Hurricane Electric, although these firms usually feature more of a

standardized, low-cost approach. Bay Area Internet Solutions, CoreSite, Datapipe, Internap, Layer42 Networks, Level 3 Communications, QTS,

Savvis, Silicon Valley Colo and 365 Main all have retail offerings. Some can offer small areas of high density but they are not designed to offer high-

density power to every cabinet. Telx has a high-density and network-centric offering out of Vantage's facility in Santa Clara and has reportedly seen

strong demand for that space.

The 451 Take

The big question on high-density datacenters is: if you build it, will they come? A growing number of providers are trying to differentiate this

way, some more successfully than others. Vantage has done well with its 'vertically scalable' model where large customers can grow into

their space by adding servers and boosting power density in the same footprint. ScaleMatrix in San Diego has developed a high-density

business in part by working closely with HPC manufacturers. There is certainly demand for higher densities from particular niche

customers, but is that enough to sustain new builds, or will this expand to a larger part of the colocation customer base?

It is possible that wider interest in high-density options may have been curtailed so far by some of the pricing models out there, and the fact

that densities higher than 12-15kW per rack have been difficult to cool without paying more for rack-based offerings. We look forward to

following Colovore to see how it contends with some of these issues and what kind of customer base it gains in the Bay Area.
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